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ABSTRACT
InMuSIC is a real-time interactive musical system conceived
to be used in a context related to the practice of electro-
acoustic free improvisation. By integrating the observation
of both non-verbal expressive behavior cues (motion track-
ing) and several sonic parameters (audio stream analysis) the
system is able to identify, during the performance, relevant
expressive musical properties. The real-time measurements
control different digital sound processes through the correla-
tion of different mapping strategies. The generated audio in-
terventions should then be perceived as a consolidated sonic
integration of the improvised performance. The research is
based on the belief that human behaviors and their ambiguity
must be taken into consideration in order to design and shape
meaningful and sustainable technologies.
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THE INTERACTIVE PARADIGM
InMuSIC is a real-time interactive musical system conceived
to be used in a context related to electroacoustic free impro-
visation. Music practice is often the result of a wide range of
expressive requirements and technical skills. Based on this,
the research aims to intuit, observe and measure some of the
most relevant aspects related to musical affective intentions
during a music performance. In this framework improvisation
is therefore conceived as a complete musical act, synthesis of
an intricate creative process involving physicality, movement,
cognition, emotions and sound. The key intuition of the re-
search relies on the implementation of a set of affective in-
teractions by identifying and processing relevant expressive
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musical hints of a performer through the observation of both
embodied motion cues (motion tracking) and sonic parame-
ters (audio stream analysis). Due to the implementation of
a complex paradigm of musical relations the system and the
performer should then establish a deep connection based on
mutual exchanges. The central nodes of the interactive model
developed are based on a multilevel correlation between mo-
tion and sound. In other words, the idea is to provide the sys-
tem with an adaptive nature inspired by the human ability to
focus, act and react differently in relation to diverse musical
conditions.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
From a practical point of view, given a musician playing a
freely improvised session, the system performs four main
tasks. Each task is assigned to a specific unit. The individ-
ual units themselves are constituted by several sub-units. The
overall architecture of the system is characterized by a modu-
lar approach, the four components are implemented in differ-
ent environments and they communicate through a standard
Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol. Therefore is possible
to run the units on different machines connected by a net-
work. A description of the four modules and their functions
is now presented.

• Audio analysis - the module detect and filters the raw
audio data comparing various analysis executed through
different techniques for real-time extraction of audio fea-
tures (i.e. amplitude/loudness, onsets/event [6], variation
of pitch [3], noisiness/roughness [5], and spectral cen-
troid/brightness). During the performance the incoming
musical information is constantly interpreted and shaped.
By matching and evaluating the outputs of the different
algorithms, the system chooses between several analysis
strategy. A simple example is the onset detection: three al-
gorithms for onset detection are implemented, the system
selects one of the three available outputs in relation to the
information coming from the amplitude analysis algorithm
(each onset detection algorithm is more reliable in specific
dynamic ranges). This approach allows an adaptive detec-
tion and classification of the musical features previously
listed. A microphone is used to detect the sound produced
by the musician. The audio analysis algorithms are imple-
mented using the software Max/Msp.



Figure 1. The detected skeleton of a musician playing the saxophone.

• Movement analysis - through the use of techniques for
real-time extraction and interpretation of full body move-
ments [4] of the improviser the system computes an analy-
sis of different expressive gestural features. Considering a
reduced amount of visual information: 3D position, veloc-
ity, and acceleration of the musicians head and hands (see
Figure 1). Three expressive features are extracted: smooth-
ness (degree of fluidity, continuity or impulsiveness), con-
traction index (degree of posture openness) and kinetic en-
ergy (overall quantity of motion). The notion of expressive
movement taken into account implies behavioral features
pertinent to a large range of gestures and not restricted to
specific types of movements. Certainly each instrument
(traditional or related to new technologies) carries a spe-
cific apparatus of gestural affordances. Moreover each mu-
sician develops a personal manner to physically interact
with it. The challenge of this procedure consist of detect-
ing abstracted high level information that can be represen-
tative of an open sphere of possible expressive motions.
A qualitative approach to upper-body movement for affect
recognition is here adopted [2]. The 3D sensor used for
the movement detection is Microsoft Kinect, the movement
analysis is implemented using the software EyesWeb [1].

• Mapping and interactions design - this unit is the ker-
nel of the system; it handles the most abstract composi-
tional level of the interaction through the use of multilevel
mapping strategies and decision making algorithms. The
function of this module is related to the generation of new
musical information and satisfying musical feedback (i.e.
development of musical structures and real time sound re-
actions/interactions). The module computes a constant cor-
relation between the information coming from the audio
and movement modules. By detecting and memorizing the
conditions that mostly occurs during the performance, the
system creates a database on the fly. This adaptive cata-
log is one of the main sources for the development of new
musical material. The module is implemented in order to
execute processes related to two different time windows:
short time scale reactions 2-4 seconds (real time) and long
time scale reactions 2-4 minutes (formal time). The ref-
erence paradigm refers to studies on the human auditory
memory [7] (short-term and long-term memory).

• Sound generation - by performing various Digital Sig-
nal Processes (DSP) the module should produce heteroge-
neous sound materials. The techniques implemented are
live sampling, granulation, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
analysis and re-synthesis and additive/subtractive synthe-
sis. The intention is to develop a constant dialogue be-
tween acoustic and electronic sound materials (e.g. fusion,
separation, imitation, variation). The management of the

generated sound materials is based on several criteria that
coordinate the distribution of the energy over the spectrum.
The generated audio interventions should be perceived as
a consolidated sonic integration/innovation interconnected
with the improvised performance.

THE PERFORMANCE
The performance proposed consists in a free improvised ses-
sion with the InMuSIC system: clarinet and live electron-
ics. The software is tuned be sensible to a specific vocabu-
lary of full body movements related to the clarinet practice.
The performance is based on a mutual musical exchanges be-
tween the system and the musician. During the improvised
session the platform will balance different degrees of adap-
tiveness, autonomy and imitation/variation in relation to the
information analyzed. The notion of interaction here con-
ceived implies the possibility of establish and develop an in-
tense process of interchange. Then this procedure can poten-
tially modify the behavior and, to some extent, the musical
perception/awareness of the actors involved. The notion of
interaction here conceived implies the possibility of establish
and develop an intense process of interchange. From an aes-
thetic point of view InMuSIC is conceived to be used in mu-
sical contexts related to a specific electroacoustic improvisa-
tional tradition. However, the system is intended to perform
a music which is concerned with spectral qualities and flex-
ible fluctuations in time rather than actual melodic/harmonic
progressions and metrical tempo.
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